PSQM-Portfolio
Herringthorpe Junior School
‘Engaging hearts and minds in the joy of learning.’

Outside spaces and
local area are utilised
to provide regular
outdoor experiences.

Science is cross
curricular, engaging
and fun.

Children are encouraged
to be independent, ask
questions and follow
their own lines of
enquiry.

Lessons are pupil led,
giving a real life
context.

Science subject leadership-A

Pre-PSQM

During PSQM

Impact

Shared
on
school
website

A science policy was in place and updated every two years. The National
Curriculum was used to inform planning and a progression document was
used to assess children’s progress.

Science works well when…
It links to other areas of the curriculum
Children use scientiﬁc language
Children are enthusiastic and engaged
Lessons are pupil led and children are independent
Good practice is shared
Science leader has an overview of the school
SLT develop a holistic approach
The vision is shared with parents and governors

Key principles and our science curriculum intent were updated based on a staff meeting
about ‘science works well when…’ and shared on our school website for parents to see.
This vision was then shared with governors during a termly meeting.

Teaching staff are clear about the vision
and use it to support teaching and learning
by making reference to our key principles.
Agreeing principles together ensured that
everyone was accountable. A range of
cross curricular science lessons are evident
in planning and teaching.

Parents and carers are
clear about the school’s
vision in teaching science

Screenshot from the
school website showing
the science tab-sharing
the vision.

Staff have a clear understanding of the vision and key principles.

Science subject leadership-A

Pre-PSQM

During PSQM

Impact

Classroom displays follow the schools policy and are used to model successes
of science learning. Children pride themselves in having their learning
displayed in the classroom.
Y3

Displays share the schools’ vision and principles and demonstrate that science
is high proﬁle throughout each year.
Y4

Y4

Photographs and
QR codes on
display show the
journey of
learning,
supporting
learners to
remember more
as science
lessons are
engaging and
fun.
There was a focus
on capturing
science lessons
and ensuring they
were engaging
for the children.

Non-ﬁction
books on display
support
children’s
learning and
develop their
science capital.

Y3

Y5

Science subject leadership-B

Pre-PSQM

During PSQM

Impact

Science formed a signiﬁcant part of the School Improvement Plan: focus 3,
and had done so for the last 4 years. Science is seen as a core subject and is
allocated a budget equal to maths and english. Science leader met termly with
SLT and governors to share progress towards development plan.
Termly network
meetings were held
with other science
leaders and some
children to discuss
and share good
practice and talk
about major
science events:
science week.
Networking has enhanced our
curriculum, opening up experiences for
children that previously would not have
been considered due to the
collaborative design of lessons and
topics. It provided further opportunities
to evaluate science lessons/topics and
reﬁne current practice to ensure end
points were clear and achievable.

Release time was allocated once
a week to support science lead
with monitoring, assessing,
planning and school
development.

‘Sharing an update about
science, linked to the
school improvement plan,
help me to focus on what
I need to do to improve
my teaching and makes
me consider how I could
support my learners
further. Sharing science
data reminded me of my
accountability.’
-Y5 teacher

SIP update for Spring
term 2021. Target on SIP
are in bold.

Science lead engages
regularly with science
development through the
use of a social networking
site. Pedagogy is shared and
Techmeets are organised.

Release time enabled
science lead to share the
current position of science
in school continuing to
drive the vision, principles
and expectations.

Overview of science release time

Science subject leadership-C

Pre-PSQM

During PSQM

Impact

Links made with local secondary school during science week. Termly meetings
were held with science ambassadors.

Y3 child

‘Our science
ambassador
asks us what
we like about
science.’
Y5 child

‘We get to say
if we need
more
resources and
what we want
to do in
science week.’

Teaching staff listen to
the children’s opinions
and adjust their teaching
approaches accordingly.

Science pupil voice is carried out each half term,
electronically, by the science ambassadors as they
collect ideas from their class. Children are asked 10
questions about lessons, resources, working with other
people and what happens in a science lesson.

Y6 heart dissection live
lesson with Secondary
School

Y5 child

Teaching staff use outside agencies/schools to
regularly support their science teaching.

‘We can use
different
resources to help
us with science.’

‘Year 5 had a very interesting morning listening to our visitor, a Professor of Cell Biology from
Sheffield Hallam University. It was explained how gels are being developed to transmit STEM
Cells into lower backs of patients with diseased vertebrae and who were in intense pain. We
even had a go at creating our own gels. It made us all think about what a valuable occupation
this was and made some of us consider whether we could become scientists.’ -Y5 teacher

Y4 child-science workshop
at local Secondary School

Teachers
gain
valuable
CPD from
other
teachers.

Science subject leadership-C

Pre-PSQM

During PSQM

Impact

Subject leader carried out termly data analysis and lesson observations
formed part of the School Improvement Plan. Feedback supported the
teaching and learning of science.
During allocated release time for the science lead, she completes learning
walks, pupil voice surveys, collects examples of outcomes and reviews
documentation in Learning Journeys.
Science lead gains a clear picture of
the school and knows which
teaching staff need further support.
Science leader be conﬁdence that
CPD has an impact on the children's
learning. She also gains an insight in
to the opinions of the pupils.
A staff questionnaire was
completed to reﬂect on science
subject leadership.
Supportive

Inspired

Shares resources
Always available

Hands on
Useful CPD
Offers advice

Science
lead can
clearly see
where to
focus
future
CPD.

Science subject leadership-C

Pre-PSQM

During PSQM

Impact

Science lesson observations have been captured on ‘Iris Connect’ where good
practice, reﬂections and ways forward can be discussed and shared.
During inset days, science subject leaders across the academy and SLT
worked together to complete a SWOT analysis (Strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats).

Y3 science lesson-fossils

Jamie Kilner sample
of review- Sept 2021
Science subject leader worked with Jamie
Kilner (Education Consultant) and SLT to
complete a ‘deep dive’ in science on two
occasions.

Regular monitoring allows the
subject leader to identify where
CPD opportunities are needed,,
identify gaps in teaching and
learning and compare the
attainment in science to other
core subjects.
Capturing lessons provides the
opportunity to share good
practice.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Children using scientiﬁc vocabulary accurately
children asking questions
Progression - journey of learning
Outdoor learning evident
Lots of practical opportunities - photographic
evidence
Differentiation evident
NC used as a clear guide to support planning

Working alongside
Jamie allowed me to
grow as a subject leader,
learning how to monitor
science through the eyes
of Ofsted. It gave me a
clear picture of science
at our school.
-Science leader

Science teaching-A

Pre-PSQM

During PSQM

Impact

Science has been on the School Improvement Plan for 4 years therefore
regular staff meetings and CPD opportunities are planned into the yearly
overview. Science leaders are then given focus areas to improve over the
academic year.
‘Lots of informative science CPD which has enabled greater understanding
around how to use science cross curricular and how to differentiate
accordingly to maintain effective challenge. Enquiry types are used in
planning and children in the role of scientists e.g. biologists has worked well
in giving a real life purpose to science learning and investigations.’ -Y6 teacher

Key focuses for 2020/2021

ICT

Staff attended 5 in-house meetings over 2 terms with a focus of science
across the curriculum, particularly ICT. The science leader followed up on
gap tasks and monitoring points and shared good practice with colleagues.
‘There has been lots of
science CPD over the
course of the year,
which has enhanced my
science teaching. I have
gained lots of new
creative ideas and I
have felt inspired to
teach science.’ -Y3 teacher

Staff meetings are timetabled regularly

No

Yes

Since increasing CPD opportunities,
teaching staff now planned
opportunities for science across the
curriculum. Children are making
stronger links across their learning
which is supporting them to know
and remember more.

Screenshot of
Autumn/Spring
diary dates.
Science
meetings
highlighted in
orange

Science teaching-B

Pre-PSQM

During PSQM

Impact

I like science lessons where I can
become the scientiﬁc concept.
-Y6 pupil

Cross curricular links were consistent with literacy and maths, however not with The arts and ICT.
Staff lacked conﬁdence in using technology to enhance science lessons.
New teaching strategies were introduced during a
staff meeting. This then formed part of the science
leader’s monitoring: planning and folder scrutiny.
External companies supported us to develop cross curricular links
within our curriculum: The Art, ICT and problem solving.Teachers
received CPD from external companies during an Inset day.

INSET training days, Twilights
and staff meeting sessions
have all been extremely
beneﬁcial for developing
cross curricular links within
Science. Ideas for
investigations and to enable
the children to become
'Scientists' have all been very
useful.
-Y5 teacher
Children apply scientiﬁc
vocabulary from new teaching
strategy.

Cross curricular planning is evident in LTP/MTPs. Staff feel more
conﬁdent in delivering active, cross-curricular science lessons and
learners are supported to know and remember more as they have
commented that they enjoy science lessons.
One of the most impactful CPD opportunities was our science INSET day.
This involved a variety of creative activities to promote cross curricular
links with science. One example was a dance workshop linked to states of
matter. This impacted learning because it meant children could visualise
the concept much better and as a result they could explain this much
better.
-Y4 teacher

Volume, particles, container,
separated, structure, move
freely.

Science teaching-C

Pre-PSQM

During PSQM

Impact

Children only had access to science ﬁction books during their
library session. The science cupboard wasn’t used or organised
effectively and was difficult to monitor resources. Staff use the
‘Be Safe’ book to support them with health and safety in school.

Each class has been
allocated a basket of
science ﬁction books which
are rotated each half term.
Increased science capital
for reluctant readers
showing an interest in
reading science books for
pleasure. The books have
supported children to learn
new scientiﬁc vocabulary.

Updated copy
was ordered and
circulated
through school.

‘Reading science ﬁction books
gets a picture in my head and
helps my imagination. It also
helps me learn scientiﬁc
words like camouﬂage.’ -Y4
pupil

‘Clearly labelled resources which are
organised into science topics makes them
easy to locate and monitor.’
-Y4 teacher
Outdoor learning idea from PSQM training implemented into science
teaching. Lesson was delivered to Y5 children looking at
reversible/irreversible changes.

Science teaching-C

Pre-PSQM

During PSQM

Impact

How does distance affect sound?

Teaching staff regularly plan in opportunities
to use the outdoors to teach science and use
it as a tool to enhance our curriculum. It
continually improves their science capital by
creating positive experiences and attitudes.
Y5

Y5

Y4

Y3

Y5

Children developed a
secure understanding of
concepts as they have
access to ﬁrst hand
experiences.
It supports our learners to
know and remember
more.

Teachers used the outdoors as a hook
for learning to support the generation
of questioning. They also use the
space around school for the children
to become the science concept
(particles of a solid, liquid or gas) to
support the children to know and
remember more.

Y3

Opportunities for outdoor
science are purposefully
planned in our MTP.
Our learners are more
independent.

Leaning science outdoors helps me to
remember more stuff because I have
seen it for myself.
-Y3 pupil
Our children thrive from the
experience at this school,
they love to use our grounds
to support their scientiﬁc
thinking.
-Y4 teacher

Y6
Y3- Used the
outdoors to
collect data for
their bird
watching enquiry

Science outdoors engages
some of our most
challenging children.

Y4

Science learning-A

Pre-PSQM

During PSQM

Impact

Children use the ‘My Science Enquiry’
sheet to support them to plan more
independently. Children are growing in
conﬁdence which is supporting them to
ask deeper questions about the world
around them.

Science enquiry types were not explicitly taught in our curriculum.
Teaching staff used the word ‘investigation’ for all enquiry types.
Children couldn’t talk eloquently about the types of enquiry or the
skills they would need to be successful.
Showing the enquiry types on planning
slides-which is now a non-negotiable- has
supported children to become familiar with
the language and enabled them to have a
better understanding of what they are
learning.
Enquiry type
on table top

‘Observation over time - Mould Investigation.
Research - animal groups. Comparative/fair
testing - circuit investigation.’ -Y6 teacher
‘I have used a range of enquiry types to support
my learners. They are becoming increasingly
familiar with the name of each enquiry and can
discuss the skills they will need.’ -Y3 teacher

A staff meeting was held to introduce the enquiry types to teaching
staff and suggested investigation were given to support planning.
Enquiry types are now explicit on planning so science leader can
monitor coverage and progression.
Staff use the enquiry document to support pupils to become more
independent when planning and carrying out an enquiry.

Science learning-B

Pre-PSQM

During PSQM

Impact

Teaching staff use a range of strategies to assess pupils’
knowledge and skills, termly, half termly and during each science
lesson. Science leadership completes data analysis each term.
‘My teacher gives me feedback during
each science lesson. She might tell me
about something I’ve not got right or a
spelling of a scientiﬁc word. I then
highlight my objective on my science mat’
-Y4 pupil

Year 4-Spring term data-Science leadership
discusses strategies to overcome barriers with
SEN children continually improving practice.

Assessment criteria is
identiﬁed on medium
term planning and on
teaching slides.

Scientiﬁc knowledge mats have been added to the children’s
Learning Journeys for them to see their own progress in
science.
Children can talk conﬁdently about their progress.

Agreed end of year criteria during a twilight session. Judgements have been
decided by science leaders and agreed by Senior Leadership Team, ready for
end of year reports. Statements show progression of knowledge and skills.

Using ‘odd one out’ on Explorify has enabled
teachers to assess prior learning enabling them
to pitch lessons accurately and meet the needs
of all groups of children. Children have gained
conﬁdence in answering these open-ended
questions.
Staff use
Explorify at the
beginning of
each lesson as
a formative
assessment
tool.

Science learning-B

Pre-PSQM

During PSQM

Impact

Formative assessments are made during each lesson and
discussed with the pupils. Children carry out peer-on-peer
assessments and highlight objectives on their science mat.
Children can talk about their science learning and know their next
steps. Assessment data is shared with governors and the SLT.

‘This term we have been learning about light and how it travels. We
learnt about the different parts of our eye and then used this to help
us understand how we see objects. I know that light travels in straight
lines and this helped me understand how shadows are formed and
can change depending on the distance between the light source an
object. During science week we investigated whether the colour of
light would affect the growing rate of cress. Using ICT and DT has
helped my understanding of this science concept.
-Y6 pupil

Y4 assessment
mat in Learning
Journeys

Examples of marking on
science learning.

Teachers use a range of strategies to assess pupils knowledge throughout a
science lesson: starters, learning breaks, plenaries. Questioning, asking ‘What if’
questions, allow pupils to apply their knowledge in a real life context. ‘Ask me
about’ bubbles share the knowledge children are most conﬁdent about.

Pupils know their progress
in science.

Teachers focus on
key scientiﬁc
vocabulary and
how children can
apply it to real life.
All science learning
is marked
according to the
school policy. Live
feedback is given
during each lesson.

Science learning-C

Pre-PSQM

During PSQM

Teachers plan engaging
science days throughout
the year. This develops
skills and attitudes,
improving their science
capital.

Impact

Science ‘family learning’ tasks were only sent during science
week.

Y5 Astronaut
training day

Children talk about their science learning at
home.

In each science enquiry lesson, the teachers
explicitly say what ‘scientist’ the children are
being: biologist, paleontologist, zoologist
etc. to develop their science capital.

Children are
updated
about science in the
news using
Newsround at the end
of each day.

Children talk about what type of scientist they
might want to be when they are older. Children
can name many different types of scientists.

Children at
Sheffield Hallam
University

Teachers have noticed an increase in the
completion of science home learning activities.

I really enjoyed carrying out the experiments with my
son. It surprised me how well he could talk about the
experiments and why certain things were happening.
-Y6 parent
Y5 Class text-Science
ﬁction

Family learning activities set by the Science
Ambassadors

Y4 child-Family
learning at home

Science learning-C

Pre-PSQM

During PSQM

Impact

Children take part in a broad range of valued science experiences and learn
about science in their local area which develops their science capital and
support the schools’ vision of offering a profound primary experience.
Whole school parent talk-Science
‘Used a parent who worked in science to
talk about his role. The children were
thoroughly engaged and curious about
science and could see how science was
used in a way that we had never
thought of.’
-Y6 teacher
Y3 visit Magna

Children are
continually
exposed to
careers in
science,
combating
stereotypes.

Y4 Local
walk-materials for
bug hotels

Y3 visit Cannon
Hall Farm

Y4 Water cycle

Y5 STEM-Mars
Rovers

Y5 star gazing
night

‘This week, Y3 have visited Magna to ﬁnd out more
about steel and its importance in our local area! We
learned about how the 4 elements (water, air, ﬁre and
earth) all help with the creation of steel.’ -Y3 teacher

Y5 visit the
Space Centre

Learning
experiences that
are memorable
and connected.

Science learning-C

Pre-PSQM

Parental engagement was
not consistent throughout
the year.

During PSQM

Impact

Y4

Science learning invited
parents to participate in
their child’s learning.
Y6

Evidence from home learning
scrapbooks

‘I like doing science learning at
home. My mum and dad help
me which means I can tell
them about what we learn in
school.’
-Y5 pupil

Y5
Y3

Parents supported their
children to think creativity
about presenting their learning,
teaching them new skills along
with reinforcing science
knowledge.
Children shared their learning
with parents.

Talking about their learning with
parents supports children to
remember more and keeps
parents updated about learning.
Due to the pandemic, inviting
parents into school has been
restricted. This is something we
aim to improve after our PSQM
journey.

Wider opportunities-A

Pre-PSQM

During PSQM

Impact

Links to literacy and numeracy were strong throughout the
curriculum. Although were teach a creative curriculum, stronger
links needed to be forged with other foundation subjects.

Succinct
learning

Cross-curricular links made and identiﬁed on
planning.

Teachers are conﬁdent
in using data loggers
and ICT app to support
them with teaching
strategies and learning
outcomes.

Planning evolved into a sequential learning grid
where clear, more pertinent links can be identiﬁed
across areas of the curriculum.
Science
Y5- Science and
music

Y5-science and art

Y6-science and DT

Y6 STEM lighthouses- selecting materials,
designing and making, computer science
(coding and programming)

Learning
is
cohesive
and
shows
progress

Y4-science and
dance

Y3-science and ICT
(coding)

Barriers to learning
are reduced.
Knowledge and skills
can be accessed by all
groups of learners.
Children enjoy
cross-curricular
learning.

Children make cognitive links between areas of the
curriculum supporting their ability to think critically
and reﬂect on real life.

I feel as though we have become more streamlined
as a year group and are better able to see the
cross curricular links, especially with science.
-Y5 teacher

Wider opportunities-B

Pre-PSQM

During PSQM

Impact

Links with other schools and universities were limited to Science
Week.
Letter conﬁrming
the schools’
partnership with
the Ogden Trust

Y3 Fossil workshop
with paleontologist

Learners
are
exposed to
careers in
science,
challenging
stereotypes

External staff CPD has
increased the conﬁdence of
staff using resources for
‘light’ and ‘sound’.
Theres has been a
signiﬁcant increase in links
with external organisations
to support and enhance our
science curriculum
throughout the year.

Children and staff have access
to a wider range of resources
Valuable CPD for Y6 teachers.
Working with other professionals
supports ours school’s vision to
offer a profound Primary
experience.
Seeing the heart dissection
gave me a better
understanding of the size of a
heart and how all the parts
work together.
-Y6 pupil

Y6 Heart Dissection
lesson-Secondary School

Y6 children made good
links with secondary
schools to support the
transition process.

Visiting the farm makes me
want to help animals and it
helped me understand the
journey of how we use animals
for food.
-Y3 pupil

Y3 visit to the
Cannon Hall farm

Learning is memorable. Key terminology is
transferred into outcomes.

‘Education Group’
workshop for whole
school

Science workshop with
Sheffield Hallam
University

Wider opportunities

Pre-PSQM

During PSQM

Impact

Science ambassadors have been selected annually but not used
effectively.

Conﬁdent
enough to
deliver part
of a lesson.

Science ambassadors now have an
agreed set of roles and responsibilities
and attend meetings on a regular basis,
supporting science lead with small tasks
throughout the school. They deliver a
science assembly on our key scientist for
the term and support learners during a
science lesson. Teaching staff sign off their
development log to say when a task has
been completed. Science lead monitors
their engagement in their role.

Science
ambassadors lead
by example and feel
a sense of pride.

‘I like being a science ambassador
because I like helping people with their
science learning and it makes me feel
important. My conﬁdence has grown
and I help my teacher to set up science
lessons.
-Y3 pupil

Develop
life skills

Y3-Science
assembly

Organising
non-ﬁction
texts.

The proﬁle of science is
maintained throughout the school.

